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Risk & Uncertainty



“Risk – let’s get this straight up front – is good. 
The point of risk management is not to eliminate it; 

that would eliminate reward. 
The point is to manage it – that is, to choose where to place bets and where to 

avoid betting altogether.”
Fortune, 2000

“Despite significant advancements on many fronts, improvements to risk 
management, if they are to prove durable, require deep cultural transformation 

and investment in management time, people and finances to successfully 
execute and institutionalise.” 

Ernst & Young

“Culture counts. A sound risk culture is likely to lead to the right risk outcomes, 
while a weak risk culture may promote the wrong outcomes — for customers 

and/or the financial institution itself.”
“Guidance on Supervisory Interaction with Financial Institutions on Risk Culture (A Framework for 

Assessing Risk Culture),” Financial Stability Board, April 2014.
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Risk and Uncertainty
Risk management is about Managing Risk ie making decisions
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Effective Risk Management
Risk management is only effective if it impacts decision making

Risk-based Decisions

Risk Management Framework
Capital Management Framework

Risk Appetite Statement
Quantitative Risk Measurement

Qualitative Assessment

A meld of outputs from Strategy, Risk 
Management, Risk Appetite, Capital 

Management and Strategic Frameworks

Decision Culture
Right Time and Right People

Values 
Practices

Behaviours
Judgement
Experience

Decision making occurs at all levels of the 
organisation

Risk-Based 
Decision 
Making

Culture Matters

Actuarial analysis and insight must be timely, relevant, well communicated and understandable in the 
context of the decision which needs to be made.

Promoting the utilisation of the right information, by the right people, at the right time in order to 
optimise strategic and capital critical decisions.
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Source: Global Regulatory Network Executive Briefing, Ernst & Young, June 2014

Effective Risk Management
Culture is the platform which drives risk management
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Defining what good looks like 
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Behaviour engineering throughout the three 
lines of defence 
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 Managing Risk and Uncertainty is first and foremost an exercise in 
influencing human behaviour

 Policies, frameworks, governances, reporting, quantitative measures 
are only effective if they are impacting decision making

 It is the role of the risk practitioner (eg Actuary) to make their 
contribution timely, relevant, well communicated and understandable 
in the context of the decision which needs to be made

 It is not the role of the decision-maker to necessarily be a risk 
professional or an actuary (“educating is not an alternative to 
communicating”)
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In summary …
Does your contribution to risk management impact behaviour?
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 Image captivates the challenges of 

investment risk – e.g. an angry mob – 

put yourself in their shoes.  Use GFC 

demo photo in June 2013 Gazette 
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Introduction.   Definitions.  

 Investment risk  

 the risk that the outcomes of an 

investment strategy and its execution do 

not meet the goals of the investor.   

 Effective communication  

 Effective communication means being 

successful in getting the message across - 

it must be heard, understood and 

believed by the receiver.    
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Top 10 investment risks 

Direct 

1. Asset allocation 

2. Market risk 

3. Stock selection 

4. Fund manager 
selection 

5. Credit risk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic/Indirect 

1. Failure to understand 

investor’s risk appetite 

2. Matching risk 

3. Inflation  

4. Operational risk 

5. Liquidity 
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Failure to understand investor’s risk appetite 
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Tailor to your target audience 

• Tailor communication strategy  

• Investor / Trustee / Member -  $5K to $50bn 

• Board members – range of skills and 
experience – numerate and not 

• Explain in terms relating to the 
organisation’s strategic intent so decisions 
easier 

• Consider levels of investment risk awareness  

• Consider investment risk appetite – e.g. 
charitable trust.  
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What to communicate?  

 That you understand your Board’s /investor’s 
specific circumstances, time frames goals and 
risk appetite 

 Which risks matter most and why  

 Implications of risk versus return trade-off:  

 price volatility & variability of returns by asset class / 
option 

 e.g. standard deviation of return, Sharpe Ratio 

 Clarity on costs of investment management and 
reporting services 
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How to communicate? #1 

http://www.rightattitudes.com/2008/10/04/7-38-55-rule-personal-communication/ 

Mehrabian’s Rule – Part true, part 

myth  
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How to communicate with boards 

- generally 

 Develop trusted adviser relationship 

 Tailor to organisation; its strategic 

objectives 

 Tailor to board members 

 Simplicity / Clarity, Consistency, 

Relevance  

 Set reasonable expectations 
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How to communicate with boards 

- on investment risks 
 Recognise risk = uncertainty & ambiguity 

 Quantitative = distributions of investment returns over time 

 Qualitative = people’s comfort with understanding current 
position, needs and goals + likely future behaviour  

 Scenarios past + future; stress + reverse stress tests – 
encourage discussion   

 Communication = education.  Share good practice 
examples, non investment risk analogies 

 Keep it simple; pictures, colour, graphs. 

 Put time into your communication preparation  
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Uncertainty of Risk 

Analyse / 
Model 

Assess Implications 

Communicate 
& Action 
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Key areas of uncertainty in Banking 
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• Data rich 

• Transparent 

• More easily understood 

• Quicker response time 

• Sparse data 

• Behaviour driven 

• Not as well understood  

• Slow response time 

CREDIT RISK OPERATIONAL RISK 
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Understanding the uncertainty of Risk 

• Cultural awareness 

• Risk management integrated into decision 

making 

• Environment to debate the trade-offs 

• Critically assess effectiveness of risk 

management 

• Continuously improve risk measurement, 

reporting, use and governance 
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Thank you 



Understanding and Communicating 

the Uncertainty  

and Ambiguity of Risk 

John Tucci 

Head of Technical Pricing, IAG 

 



Actuaries should aspire to be “trusted advisors” for the Board 

and senior management when it comes to communicating 

uncertainty and ambiguity of risk. In general insurance, this 

goes beyond the traditional areas of reserving and pricing 

advice. 
 

Some examples.......  



Mergers and Acquisitions 

Actuaries working in general insurance play a pivotal role in supporting the Board 
and senior management in evaluating merger and acquisition targets. 

 1. Future profitability and uncertainty  

• Evaluating future underlying profitability and 
uncertainty to inform valuation or price of target 

• Assessing uncertainty of profitability and viability in 
relation to risk appetite of Board and senior 
management 

2. Evaluation of synergies and diversification 

• Capital requirement and reinsurance savings from 
diversification with merger or acquisition target and 
impact on risk and value 

• Assessment of other synergies and risks, i.e. Expenses, 
systems etc 

 

 

 

 



Portfolio Volatility Modelling 

Portfolio Volatility Model is a projection model with a particular focus on 
portfolio and business unit management. Key aims are to: 

 1. Understand underlying volatility and 
managing capital allocation 

• How likely are we to hit targets? 

• Add confidence interval ranges around all of our 
projections 

• Risk-reward balance across and within portfolios 

• Conventional tools only look at expected outcomes 
rather than volatility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Drive strategies that increase 
likelihood of good results 

• Optimising the trade-off between volatility & 
profitability of initiatives 

• Could new initiatives improve probabilities of 
hitting targets? 

• Growing/Shrinking: 

• Schemes  or industry segments 

• States  or specific geographical 
zones (e.g. NSW, VIC, QLD) 

• Alternative reinsurance arrangements to 
manage profit volatility 
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Pricing Risk and Underwriting 

Recent trends in the “soft” market have led to an evolution in pricing of risk and actuaries are at the forefront 
in identifying competitive advantages and profitable segments for growth. 

1. Pricing Risk and allocation of technical 
claims cost 

• Multivariate techniques, e.g. GLM modeling to establish 
“pure” impact of risk factors 

• Sophistication of “Natural Perils” pricing to identify correct 
costs to relevant risk at more granular level 

2. Searching for Competitive advantage 
• “Big Data” analysis to identify and segment optimal 

customer targets and improve risk allocation of costs in 
pricing (understanding customer behaviour beyond 
historical policy claims and exposure data) 

• Demand modelling to supplement strategies for growth  

• Competitor price tracking, e.g. “Web-botting” to refine 
risk costs 

 

 

 



Monitoring for Natural Perils 

With recent developments on “natural perils”, actuaries are proactively involved with claims management 
and underwriting teams on monitoring the development of events and impact on risks insured 

1. Geospatial 
Tools\Analysis 

• Visual representation of peril 
events with overlay of insured 
risks, leads to better 
understanding of risk and 
communication with 
stakeholders 

• Claims management can be 
better prepared with 
adequate resources 

• Identification of embargo 
areas for underwriting teams in 
case of events 

• Estimate likely financial 
impacts of events with greater 
accuracy  



Actuaries are well equipped to advise on a wide range of risk 

issues in general insurance.  

 

The scope of topics can be broad, covering areas across the 

full end-to-end functions of the insurer, not just reserving and 

pricing!  
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Panel Discussion – Q & A 
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 Contact details 
 

 

 

 

 

Sean McGing 

0411 229 641 

sean.mcging@mcging.com.au 

 


